
End customer reports
Generate an SPLA usage report for 
each customer. This means you will 
neverlose sight of which customer uses 
how many licences on which server. 
You can also use these reports for 
customer billing.

Audit trails
The OC Reporter saves all activities in 
its infrastructure. This simplifies 
traceability in the event of changes or 
ambiguity. It also provides you with a 
huge level of security and you can easily 
display these activity logs during audits.

Octopus Cloud SPLA Manager
Immerse yourself in the world of SPLA automation and 

minimise your compliance risks in the process.

Features

The OC SPLA Manager will keep the time you spend 
creating your SPLA usage report to a minimum. With our 
customised and automated inventory solution, we 
create clarity on the servers, the installed software and 
when determining the access-authorised users on each 
SAL-based application such as Exchange, Office, etc.

The Octopus Cloud SPLA
Manager consists of three components 
which ensure that your SPLA usage 
reports are always correct and are 
generated to save time.

SPLA usage reports
Generate your SPLA report with just a 
few clicks. Find the best licensing 
opportunity for you and let your SPLA 
reseller know about it.

Automated inventory taking
The OC Scanner automatically collects 
all SPLA-relevant hardware, software 
and user information from your 
infrastructure, and can also generate 
agentless or agent-based.

Cost Optimization
The Octopus Cloud SPLA Manager 
calculates the cost coverage points for 
your di erent licensing options (SAL / 
CPU / Core). Your report is always 
optimized for the lowest total cost of 
ownership (TCO).

Up to date with SPUR
The OC Intelligence is continuously 
maintained by us and always quickly 
adapts in the event of SPUR changes. 
This means that you will always create 
your SPLA usage report with latest 
SPUR changes.



The well-thought out SPLA solution

How the OC SPLA Manager works

The benefits for you Still not convinced?
Then arrange a non-binding appointment 
for a demo right away.

Collect your server infrastructure data with the OC Scanner1
Collect the required software and hardware information automatically using the 
OC Scanner either agentless or agent-based, cross-domain or by each domain.

2 The collected inventory data is auto-imported into the OC Reporter
The OC Reporter visualises the collected data from the OC scanner in a user-friendly way, while 
displaying important notes and alerts and preparing export functions for the inventory data.

3 Generate your SPLA usage report with one click
The OC Intelligence ensures using its complex algorithms that the correct licences are always 
calculated. Optimisations are also made to cut your licence costs.

You will reduce licence compliance risks and 
minimise your costs for creating reports. With 
our intelligent logging options, you will also be 
prepared for potential audits. You can focus on 
your core business; the Octopus Cloud SPLA 
Manager automatically manages your SPLA 
usage reports.

One other thing: the OC SPLA Manager is KPMG 
certified as want to ensure that the accuracy of 
our intelligence and that calculation of the SPLA 
licences was confirmed by KPMG.
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